ROCCIA

RELIEF-STRESSED, ROCK-LIKE STRUCTURE – STRÖHER EVERGREENS AND CLASSICS
TIMELESS, RELIABLE: TYPICAL ROCCIA. FUNCTIONAL TERRACE SURFACING AS A GENERIC TERM FOR ‘OUTDOOR CERAMICS’.

Every success story is driven by a certain phenomenon. By the stroke of fortune of having the right idea and putting it professionally into practice at exactly the right time – and not just once.

This classic product is the realisation of an idea that timelessly encompasses the zeitgeist. A Mediterranean surface structure combined with the product benefits of genuine coarse ceramic material. Frost resistance and trim pieces variety with a relief-stressed, rock-like structure. Summer flair that can withstand the winter; winter hardness with the flair of summer. For outside and inside.
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FROST RESISTANT.
ANTI-SLIP.
RELIEF-STRESSED.

FORMATS

8011, 12,5 x 25 cm
R 10

8081, 25 x 25 cm
R 10

8031, 30 x 30 cm
R 10

8045, 30 x 45 cm
R 10

COLOURS

833 corda
834 giallo
837 marmos
835 sandos
839 ferro
841 rosso
840 grigio
845 nero
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TRIM PIECES

9331 stair tread corner
345 x 345 x 12 mm

9240 stair tread tile
240 x 340 x 12 mm

9340 stair tread tile
294 x 340 x 12 mm

4816 loft stair tread tile<sup>a</sup>
240 x 175 x 52 x 10 mm, calibrated

4817 loft stair tread tile<sup>a</sup>
294 x 175 x 52 x 10 mm, calibrated

8107/8108 stair skirting left/right
240 x 73 x 8/294 x 73 x 8 mm

9010 riser corner
157 x 52 x 52 x 10 mm, calibrated

9117/9118 Stufensockel links/rechts
skirting length 290 mm

---

Completely frost-resistant
25 year guarantee
Ströher hard glaze
Easy maintenance
Variety of accessories
Anti-slip
In compliance with DIN EN PEI 5 Abrasion resistant
Resistant to chemicals
Fade-free and colourfast
Variety of accessories
Anti-static
Glow and fireproof
ekoTec
ecoTec®
ecoTec+®
KERAPLATE®

THE CERAMIC CONCEPT FROM OUTDOORS TO INDOORS.

COARSE CERAMICS, COMBINING ANGLE TILE WITH STAIR TREAD TILE, WITH THE INNOVATIVE SPIRIT AND THE CONVENIENCES OF A MARKET LEADER.

Diverse moulded parts, frostproof and fully decorated edge. Perfect utilization fulfilment for surfaces, stair tread tiles and edge pieces. From the classic split tile to oversize elements and innovative balcony edgings. Showing edges with matured ceramic solutions. The new Florentine generation. Modern, reduced linearity: loft stair tread and loft angle tile. The original.